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Abstract: The Age-Related Eye Disease Study (AREDS) recommended treatment with antioxidants plus zinc in patients with intermediate or advanced age-related macular degeneration in order to reduce progression risks. Recent pharmacogenetic studies have reported differences in treatment outcomes with respect to variants in genes for CFH and ARMS2, although the treatment recommendations based on these differences are controversial. Different retrospective analyses of subsets of patients from the same AREDS trial have drawn different conclusions. The practicing clinician, who is not an expert on genetics, clinical trial design, or statistical analysis, may be uncertain how to interpret these results. Based on the balance of the available literature, we suggest not changing established practice recommendations until additional evidence from clinical trials becomes available.
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Introduction
Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) remains the leading cause of irreversible visual loss among the elderly in developed nations. In 2004, the prevalence of AMD in the US was estimated to be 1.47%, indicating approximately 1.75 million patients, and was projected to increase to 2.95 million by 2020.

The Age-Related Eye Disease Study (AREDS) was a double-masked randomized clinical trial (RCT) evaluating nutritional supplementation on the progression of AMD. Study participants were graded by color fundus photography by a reading center. AMD category 1 patients had fewer than five small (≤63 µm) drusen; category 2 patients had multiple small drusen, non-extensive intermediate (63–124 µm) drusen, and/or pigment abnormalities; category 3 patients had at least one large (>125 µm) druse, extensive intermediate drusen, and/or non-central geographic atrophy; and category 4 patients had central geographic atrophy, neovascular AMD, or visual loss resulting from AMD in one eye. These patients were randomized into four treatment groups: antioxidants (including beta-carotene, vitamin C and vitamin E), zinc (including zinc plus copper), antioxidants plus zinc, and placebo. Of enrolled patients, 96% were white. Treatment with antioxidants plus zinc was associated with a statistically significant reduction in disease progression in patients with intermediate (category 3) or advanced (category 4) AMD by about 25% after 5 years.

A subsequent RCT, AREDS2, reported no further benefit with the addition of lutein plus zeaxanthin, docosahexaenoic acid plus eicosapentaenoic acid, or both.
Because of the reported risks of lung cancer in ex-smokers associated with beta-carotene,4 many clinicians choose a formula containing lutein plus zeaxanthin rather than beta-carotene (in the original AREDS formula) in clinical practice.

Even with AREDS nutritional therapy, there appears to be substantial inter-patient variability in disease progression rates, which suggests a potential pharmacogenetic component to treatment response. The pharmacogenomics of various AMD treatments represent a subject of intense study. Numerous small case series have reported significant associations between treatment outcomes with photodynamic therapy and anti-VEGF therapy of neovascular AMD with variants in the genes for CRYF2, ARMS2, HTRA1, and others.6 However, two large RCTs, the Comparison of AMD Treatments Trials (CATT)7 and the Inhibit VEGF in Patients with Age-Related Choroidal Neovascularization (IVAN) Study,8 reported no statistically significant associations.

Interestingly, there may be a stronger pharmacogenetic association with AREDS nutritional therapy than with photodynamic therapy or anti-VEGF treatments. Recent literature has focused on two genes (Table 1). In CFH Y402H, thymine (T) is substituted for cytosine (C), the risk allele, resulting in an amino acid substitution from tyrosine (Y) to histidine (H). In ARMS2 A69S, guanine (G) is substituted for T, the risk allele, resulting in an amino acid substitution from alanine (A) to serine (S).

Literature review
Following publication of the original AREDS report,3 Klein et al retrospectively studied a subset of 876 white patients from the trial with categories 3 and 4 (ie, intermediate or advanced) AMD. They reported that, using multivariate analysis, after controlling for age, sex, education, smoking, and BMI, there were statistically significant differences in outcomes based on CFH and ARMS2 genotypes. The investigators recommended treatment of patients with no CFH risk alleles (ie, CFH TT) and with one or two ARMS2 risk alleles (ie, ARMS2 GT or ARMS2 TT) with zinc only, and they recommended treatment of patients with one or two CFH risk alleles (ie, CFH CT or CFH CC) and no ARMS2 risk alleles (ie, ARMS2 GG) with antioxidants only.10

Following this publication, the AREDS investigators reported an “unplanned retrospective evaluation” of 1,237 white study participants in the same AREDS trial. They concluded that variants at CFH and ARMS2 did not significantly affect the benefits of the AREDS nutritional supplements (antioxidants plus zinc).11

Awh et al subsequently analyzed 989 white study participants from the same AREDS trial and described four combinations of risk variants, based on alleles at CFH and ARMS2. They reported that in patients with zero or one CFH risk alleles (ie, CFHTT or CFHCT) and no ARMS2 risk alleles (ie, ARMS2 GG), treatment with antioxidants alone was associated with best outcomes. In patients with two CFH risk alleles (ie, CFHCC) and no ARMS2 risk alleles (ie, ARMS2 GG), treatment with zinc or antioxidants plus zinc (the original AREDS formulation) was associated with worse outcomes than with placebo. In patients with zero or one CFH risk alleles (ie, CFHTT or CFHCT) and one or two ARMS2 risk alleles (ie, ARMS2 GT or ARMS2 TT), treatment with antioxidants plus zinc or zinc was associated with better visual outcomes than with placebo. In patients with two CFH risk alleles (ie, CFHCC) and one or two ARMS2 risk alleles (ie, ARMS2 GT or ARMS2 TT), no treatment was better than placebo.12 The authors recommended using these results to offer genotype-directed nutritional supplementation to patients.

Recently, Chew et al analyzed a subgroup of 526 patients from the original AREDS trial that was not previously analyzed by Awh et al (the “residual cohort”) in an attempt to replicate their findings. They reported that, in the “residual cohort”, the combination of antioxidants plus zinc was beneficial in all genetic subtypes described by Awh et al.13

Discussion
AMD is a complex genetic disease rather than a monogenic (Mendelian) disorder. The presence of one or more risk alleles does not necessarily result in a more affected phenotype, and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene variant</th>
<th>Nucleotide substitution</th>
<th>Risk allele</th>
<th>Amino acid substitution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CFH Y402H</td>
<td>T to C (thymine to cytosine)</td>
<td>C (cytosine)</td>
<td>Y to H (tyrosine to histidine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMS2 A69S</td>
<td>G to T (guanine to thymine)</td>
<td>T (thymine)</td>
<td>A to S (alanine to serine)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the absence of risk alleles does not necessarily result in a less affected phenotype. Therefore, genetic testing in AMD may give misleading results, exposing patients to increased risks based on potentially faulty assumptions about the predictive value of the testing.14

When reviewing these genetic studies, several potential sources of bias should be considered. Phenotypes were determined by color fundus photographs at a reading center. Of note, AREDS category 4 included patients with central geographic atrophy, neovascular AMD, or both in the same eye. Since the publication of the original AREDS study, it has been reported that patients with simultaneous geographic atrophy and neovascular AMD may differ genetically from patients with either entity in isolation.15

Other potential sources of error, common to other genetic studies, may be considered. In many of these reports the subgroups analyzed are relatively small, frequently fewer than 100 participants per group, which represents another potential source of error. Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium calculations may be used to check for errors; the earlier reports by Awh et al10 and Chew et al11 both mention Hardy-Weinberg but the other three studies do not.

Taking all of this information into consideration, it appears difficult to reconcile the results of the five published pharmacogenetic studies, all of which retrospectively analyzed patients from the same AREDS trial. (Of note, none of these studies analyzed outcomes using the AREDS2 formulation). The implications are substantial, because the decision to use genetic information to guide nutritional supplementation in AMD patients implies a need to perform genetic testing on two to three million patients in the US alone. This would represent a major change in the routine clinical care of AMD.

How should practicing clinicians, who are not experts in clinical trial design, genetics, or statistical analysis, interpret these conflicting results? It is evident that a post hoc analysis of a subgroup of patients from a prospective RCT that was not designed to answer a specific question is not the same as a prospective RCT that was designed to answer the specific question.16 A second data set showing similar results (a replication group) might be very helpful, but one does not exist at this time. Chew et al have drawn opposite conclusions from Awh et al using the same original data set. Further, Chew et al specifically attempted to replicate the findings of Awh et al using the “residual cohort” and were unable to do so.13

Retrospective subgroup analysis may result in statistically significant associations that are not indicative of causal effects. The likelihood of inadvertent selection bias, resulting in statistically significant but clinically meaningless associations, increases with the number of subgroups. Replicating the findings with an additional data set may help distinguish between relevant and spurious correlations.17 To illustrate this principle, Chew et al reported that patients from the cohort analyzed by Awh et al with the astrological signs of Aries and Cancer demonstrated a harmful effect from zinc, but this statistically significant association was not confirmed in the “residual cohort”.13

In 2012, a task force from the American Academy of Ophthalmology recommended avoidance of:

Routine genetic testing for genetically complex disorders like AMD […] until specific treatment or surveillance strategies have been shown in 1 or more published clinical trials to be of benefit to individuals with specific disease-associated genotypes.18

Do the two studies by Awh et al satisfy this recommendation? In our opinion, the answer remains “not at this time”, especially considering the current lack of a second (replication) data set. Large-scale genetic screening of AMD patients is costly, although it is currently economically feasible in at least some populations. Nevertheless, in our opinion the balance of available evidence does not support the use of genetic screening to guide routine clinical decisions in AMD patients at this time.

We believe that pharmacogenetics is an important area of research, especially with regards to nutritional supplementation for AMD patients, but that the balance of the available literature suggests that it would be preferable to continue offering AREDS or AREDS2 supplementation for all patients meeting clinical criteria without using genetic analysis. As we continue to collect additional RCT data, including ideally a second (replication) data set, the precise pharmacogenetic relationships may become more clear.
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